
This classic SixSigma and quality mgmt tool is 
available to you. Use it to professionally address the 
root causes of symptoms that time and again cost 
your time, money, and nervs. 5Why?! lets you get to 
the core of the matter.

5Why?! – Training – Solutions – Knowledge Pool

Symptoms costing your time, money, and nervs:

1. Training offer for groups

We offer to train individual groups, implement the 
method across your company, and to establish a 
knowledge pool. And obviously we are ready to help 
with specific projects to ease your mind.

 Issues are addressed but reoccur again in 
similar fashion

 Work flows seem to take far too long, but no-one 
knows why this is

 Training of groups with 8 participants (max. 12)
 Preferably with similar symptoms to be solved
 5 ½ hours (plus lunch)
 Price: 1,600 Euro (+ VAT and travel expenses)
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 Method, questioning, success factors
 Working through individual projects
 Result documentation and packaging
 Presentation of action plans and deployment

2. Implementing the method across your company

 Training of employees
 Individual support of projects
 Leadership coaching
 Monitoring (deployment + results)
 Build up / usage of a the Knoweldge Pool

 Reports and analysis are always late and not 
meeting your expectations

 Each site is starting from scratch despite having 
the same issues as all others

Address the root causes of symptoms finally needing a resolution, 
with effective action plans and accelerated execution.

Start NOW and 
get in touch!

5Why?! gets really productive when the method is 
implemented across the organization and becomes 
a day to day used tool. This automatically results 
into a valuable Knowledge Pool. 
We are happy to discuss an individual plan deplo-
ying the following elements as required:

3. Support of your specific projects

We work with your projects teams to address critical 
topics.  We offer training of the team, methodical 
coaching, solving specific questions, and ensuring 

deployment of and support for action plans. 
We are happy to provide a project specific offer.


